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Everything you’ve always wanted to know about Statista

Statista is one of the world’s leading business data platforms. The renowned statistics database is well-known and acknowledged throughout the world as basis for fast and comprehensive search for numbers, data, and facts. Explore the whole world through numbers with Statista.

Founded
2007 in Hamburg, Germany

Offices

Employees
1,100

Key figures at a glance

More than 1,000,000 statistics and facts
22,500 sources
2,500,000 registered users
23,000 company licenses

90% of German-speaking universities have a Statista license by now
4,500 academic institutions worldwide already have licensed access to Statista
23 million unique visitors per month

Our media partners
Handelsblatt, Stern, tagesschau, welt, Frankfurter Allgemeine, Forbes, Business Insider, The Independent, Capital, Marca, El Mundo

Our clients
Google, Samsung, PayPal, Telekom, Adobe, Otto, BBC, Volkswagen, DHL, Huawei, intel, Mercedes-Benz

Discover our Universe of Data
→ Click here for further information